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The' Wurnpus Advisor program offers adyice to a player involved in c oosing the best
move in a game for which competence in dealing with incomplete and ertain knowledge
is required. The design-and implementation of the advisor explores 'a new *paradigm in
Computer Assisted Instruction, in which the performance of computer-based tutors is
greatly improved_ thr6ugh the application of-Artificial Intelligence techniques. - This report
describes the design of the Advisor and outlines directions for rifurthei work, Our
experience with the tutor is informal anepsychologicil experimentation.remains. to be. -done.
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S Wumpus Advisor I

L Introdiction

The Wumpus Advisor grew out of a we gave inE.ducattonal ,Technology to a
. - , 44. . , A

small group of graduate and undergradukte students at M.I.T. Oui goal was to explore a

new paradigm in Computer' Aided Instruction, in which the competence of computer-based

tutors is greatly improved by applying Artifidal fittelpgence techniques to their design. We

O

.

particukuly wished to study the structtire4of Intelligent Cothputer Aided. Intimation (ICAI) e'
. ..

progoms that incorporate an Expert module *hid', allows the tutor to compare the
....-1 . ,

student's responie Pi-those generated by the expert I sing the term (CAI and explofing

i'the axisequences for a tutorial program of the eve, hty
.
of an expert module -we follow

; ,
I

the lead of Jahr'. Brown, (Brown and Burton 1975), who has shOwn in- his design of

sophisticated instructional environments for electronics, the promise of this 'approach.
4

In order to eyeriment with this pi igm, an ICAI program for a simple game"was

ithfiemented as a course project. The progiam servei,as an Advisor to,a" player, offering

advice and analysis at appropriate times. Vi/ei chose Viuropus, a mate-exploration g4roe,.

because/ represented the next.step in complexity beyond the tutor designed by. Burton &

Brown for West, a simple game on the Plato system for exercising arithmetic skills (Burton

Wumpus is motivating and replies a variety of skills-covering planning, plausible

reasoning, decision theory and incomplete and uncertain knowledge

The Wumpus. Advisor was successfully implemented by' the kuderits in the course

under Stan/field's supervision. The prOgram was later improved and extended by Carr,

who is continuing to work on the project This paper describes' the current state the

4
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program tihich gives appropriate.advice icn English about the logic involved inschoosing
.

best move. Four different levels of student are catered for but other than this broad

distinction there is little student modelling. This aspect of the research IS cuFrently being

r developed/

By studying simple teaching situations and modelling them with programs that teach-
..

we gain insight into the processes underlying learning and teaching. The rich metaphors

of composer prograMmint help us to describe teaching and learning arecisely and in detail

while the discipline imposed by requiring a 'working program weeds out impractical ideas

and points thrway to better ones.

CAI pngrams need models of situations and students if 1WItre to understand what

is going ion and act appropriately.. We must provide them. with practical preceaures for

making decisions about teaching and give then a precisely formulated knowledge of 'their

subject matter so thil they\can interpret, model and act in a variety of teaching situations.

They --also rt7c1 an expressive means of cornmtiniation such a,,natural language, display
.

screens and tablets for lkth interpreting the students behaviour and making effective J
eresporises.

Many early teaching progiams and some current ones weree' fact dispensing"
_$

machines. They tnixj the *empty bucket" theory of kerning, a trivial one in which the

learner is simply a receptacle to be filled with facts. Akhough this theory may be decorated

with extra rules to prefint facts in special orders of in clusters, it is very naive and hardlyi
says anything at all a real learning. 'The key computing concept which it excludes is

7

that of a process. The entshouitiabove all else b5leaming how to do something and

t
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. should be participating ip various activities toward that end. He is programming himself
4

with the teachers assistance. By changing the parad igm from facts to procedUres the,whole:

enterprise is greatly enriched.

From this viewpoint we are forced to analyse, the student's learning tash4nd compare

this with his behaviour. It becomes important to notice and correct the things he does

wrtg, fOrgets to do, does unnecessarily or does in the wrong order. Many ideas from

r.
CompUter Science arerof great significance to this. The student's task can be modularly

decomposed into subtasks w ith individual. goals. These subtasks can beorganized as

processes, coroutines or steps in .a procedure. The vocabulary or Computer Science is rich

in precise concepts for describing this. Similarly, his organization of information and

methods must be examined and debugged. There are sufficient partially-formulated

.'concepts in Al that deal. with perception, natural reasoning, ,organisingtknowledge, planning

and so on, for new descriptions to be made of the learning and teaching profess.

The Wumpus Advisor develops the application of computers in education. It is the

first version of a program which he* a sent" to ,learn a simple game called Wumpus

(Yob 1975). Acting as an interfa ce between, the student and the game, it intervenes

whenever the student's loves show that he needs-advice: Advice is giveil as English

disoourie explaining in full the'rneriu and faults of pa1rticular moves., Wumpus is played

_V
in a network of tunszeh whose connections are initially unknown to the player. He must

r .

search this network avoiding dangers and, trying to rintiend kill, the dangerous and deadlY

WstrUs. Throughout play the advisiir gives the studen; infoi:mation about hU immediate i

, , .4 ..

I

locality and evidence about neapry daner. From this information it is possible to make

- 4
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plausible inferences and judgements which aid in avoiding dangers. The game is highly

motivating to-children and exertises several types of reasoning skill.

The game paradiern for advisorshas also been researched by Burton using the game

West (Burton and Broom 1975). Wumpus is amore complex game and is a natural next

step. In general, gamesform excellent subject matter for advice giving. They are varied,

`provide motivation, and exist at many degrees of difficulty. Some, such as, chefs, have

1

large bodies of advice associated with them in the literature. Games are often models of

real-world situations and develop abilities that are useful in everyday life. Many of the

strategies involved in the game of Go are of this nature. :7\

There are five good reasons for using a siniple game as the domain of ..an advice-

giving program.

I. Closure

4

The rules are clearly defined. Since it is easy.to describe what constitutes a legal move the
O

student can always be expected td play within the rules even if he plays badly. This mean

that the advisor will be able to make sense of his inputs: With a less bounded domain it is

easy for breaks in 1bo,nmunlcation to occur because the program cannot understand the

student.

2. Expertise

We can easily design an exper! player for many simple bu interesting games. An expel

gives a precise procedural theory of the domain which we aim to teach.

7

;
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For simple-games the same theory,of good play applies it eaeh move. The rules that the

expert uses are good at all :tikes of the game. This gives generality to the teaching

situatitm. A tkill is being taught which is'exemplified in different ways throughout the

genie.

4. SimplIcity

It is easy to find simple examples of games well within programmingCapability.

5. Motivation

The student' is motivated by a game when he , not'be by traditional curricular dOrnains.

These properties make it easy to sustain an interaction between the student and the

teacher. Even with no advice-giving at all, the game scenario provides a continuing

exchange. In a sense this is cheating for it makes it easy to write a 'toy" program bOt the

important point $that we can start from such a position and enhance the advice giving

step by step. This is the way -people learn games in any case, beginning with the rules and

accumu4ting strategies which cover progressively more situations.

Our ;general rrkethodology was to find a domain which the computer can deal with -

easily, which requires ic ly simple inputs but which has a large set of states. Games fit this

well. Electronics does as Sophie, the.dectronics advising program (Brown and Burto'n

1975), shows. Sophie helps student learn hew to repair a faulty electronic circuit. A faulty
V . .

1/4

circuit can be sitiulated. Mires correspond to measurements or akerotions and, though

, -
there are only a few move types, the possible hypotheses that can be made about a faulty .

V
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circuit are numerous and varied. Domains likq geography or history are hard to use in a

CAI program. They are very knowledge-oriented and tend not to be closed. 'Limited and

°well-structured aspects of them must be used if the domain is not to expand continually or

the stirderit not to overreach the program's knowledge (see Collins 1975 for promising
$

.
work in this direction)..

, A simple game like WOmpus makes the task of writing an advisor manageable but

does not exclude imporsant features of the teaching process. Models of the student, ways of

using them to provide relevant advice, questions of motivation and of not overadvising,

can all be studied for a simple game. 'We have not programmed any student
I

modelling facVity yet in our advisor though the work we have completed' is a preparatory

step.

The student is doing several things when .plays Wumpus with the advisor. First,

he is learning how to play Wumpus. An adaptation of the program could also teach him

variationsAnd perhaps entirely different types of game. By learning Wumpus he learns

certain reasoning and planning methods. These are of various types which we summarize

shortly. At a more general level:the student is learning how,to approach new games and

what methods are appropriate for unravelling the consequences 'of a given set of rules.

This is notrfestrkted1o.games. There are more general situations with logical properties

and rules and he might be developing a skill in producing effective procedures for acting

M these situations. When first in a new situation one must direct the most resources

towards an understanding of the situation. As skill accumulates, fewer resources are needed

and eventually tuning up and debugging is only done

9
rarely.-This is a general property of

se,

V
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skill aqtibition. (See Sussman J973, for a computer model of this kind'ofjearning.)

The corresponding aim of an advisor is to help the student learn how to do all this.

Our current Wumpus Advisor only advises on, particuiatY. points ohillay so the student will

only build up general skills indirectly. Later, we describe an approach that can be taken to

improve the Wumpus advisor and tontider decision making skills in mere general, terms

showing how the advisor m ight teach these.

There' appear to be silly-al different styles of playing and thinking about Wunipus.

'People bring 'a variety of attitudes to the game. Some play very. safely Whik others obr

with abandon for the fun of taking risks. Those who approach the game
)

from the point

of view of its logical structure are more likely to learn efficient play in a shorter time than
.,

those who neglect this structure. On the basis of informal observations, they appear to

quickly absorb and benefit from the current program's style of advice. Players who see the

game frgmother viewpoints might also benefit from our advisor's analytic approach which

can eneralized widely to other domains. However, the current adVisor does not giv the

radual and 'sensitive advice about logical rules which must be provided for a student

whose manner of play is different from its own. Again, on the basis of informal .

observations, we find that such subjects ignore long technical advice bkause it spoils the

fun of the game. A more appropriate advisor would understandotheir motivations and

treat the logical aspect as only one of several. an area whichdeserves considerable

research.

1.

1,o

ti

4
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1.2 Analytical and Synthetic approaches to kerning tames.

When a studifirt is given the rules of umpus he must first analyse'.them to

determine their implications. There arrieveral ways he can do this. Firstly he can

expiriment,. playing a variety of possibly risky moves until he empiriciilly determines the

t

Wtimpus Advisor 1

( A

regularities. In complex siniations, experimentation is combined with induction to generate

and test ,hypotheses. A more direct methlid of analysis uses logic to infer properties of the
1 I

game so that strategies an be developed to ke advantage of these properties. 1This is

very clearly illustrated in Wumpus. The player knois someiut not all of the state of the

board at any time. He can analyse the laws of the game and can develop about one, dozen

precise rules of inference that he can use to help locate the Wumpus and avoid dangers.

He must embody these rules in a procedure for analysing a board situation and must use

synthetic principles to-do this. The Advisor contlitts an expert Wumpus player which has

all of these rules !greedy available to it. When rekvint, it points out examples of the rules
e

to help the player make his move. The player is made to consider the corresponding rule

, and incorporate it into his play., 4.

-Techniques of synthesis are used to construct programs and plans. Goldstein

(Goldstein and Miller, 1976) describes a classification scheme for plans in the context of
A

Logo program writing. Typical examples are.linear plan, recursive plan and parallel plan.

Acquiring skill at Wumpus can be seen as synthesizing a set of programs, so different
I

synthesis technique's lead to different Wumpus playing "Many problems are

.7aimm

tentd when assembling separate pieces of advice into a coherent strategy. Some rule*

hapreconditions and may only be invoked in certain situations. A strategy which only, ill

,./

,
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applies in certain circumstances will otherwike give rise to bad play. It is useful to explain

errors in the student's model of, play in terms of debugging and recognisable bug types..

The student may then learn to recoviise bug types himself and gradually build Up a

.repertoire of repair techniques.

1.3 Methbes appropriate to Wumpus

Besides general techniques of synthesis and analysis there are thosehich are

associated with particular domaini. Wumpus includes two types of knowledge omitted from

previous teaching programs. These are incomplete and uncertain knowledge. A Wumpus
.

player usually knows only a portion of the board and must develop procedures which can .

act effettively under these conditions. Three generaethods; decision theory:probability,

theory, and planning are useful techniques for this type of situation.

I. Plannink.

To play a game well one has to plan and should learn tTaavoid in planning bugs such

as planning too far ahead or too unevenly. 'There are often good reasons for choosing a

few candidate movesjind restricting lookahead only to these. AI has a considerable body

of knowledge abpiat,planning in various domains and these principles should be taught by.

a good advisor.

Decislog Theory.

Because Wumpus involves uncertainty and MOM moves have a combination of valuable

and dangerous outcomes we can well apply,the decision theory paradigm which is useful in
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-A ny,rnUre general situatioW. This theory show: how to assign values and costs to-,) . . . . -,..,.

.,, ,. 4...,

4 ' of outcomes and gives a w.al of comppring th tilities whin the outcomes'

...
12 '" Wumpus Advisor I.

- .

I
40,

.1
I

calculable .ptobabilities.' It intorporates a. backup' algorithm ,that annbines

planning with eyaluating patikailar states,

3. Probability.:

In any uncertain situation probabilistic heufistiu may be used to advakage. Estimating

the, probabilities ofodelih akeach move is crudil to good Wumplis play and Otff program

uses quaii,ative probabilistie'reasohlng in its expert player and for giving advice.

I
,1 ir

'1.4 The roles of Wantons.
'1 .1

Wumpus is played by one player,-; Wumpus hunter, in a world consisting of a

ntirilberof caves connected by, tunnels. The playerf.moves around this warr tr trying to. \
.

av dangers and4h The goal.of finding and_shooting the Wumpus. Initially e huntet
.

-* vt?.

knows the structure of fhe, war* immediately around him. He knows the nu er of

cave he is in and of -caves directly' connected to him by tunnels. Evektime

es a move, which muss be into a neighboring cave, he is told the cave-numbers

neightioring.his new cave. dangers of the warren are pits, bats and the Wumpus
. c . . .4

which, like the player, are Mitt* located at random in the vatren. Any nitovel info a cavei lia
:ining a pit or the.WumpUs resuki ininstant death. If. the player moves Into a bat

. .
,.,

crithe is tarried airily by the bats and dropped into a random cave which may of course

contain danger. Bats are not fast enough to save the player from pits'or the Wumpus if he

Inadvertently panden into a ale containing both bats and one of these hazards. 'They do
***

2

0,

I
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carry the player away before he gets a chance to see whattheneiglibors of the bat cave are

though. Theie,.are clues which help 10 avoiding the hazards..eTheplayer hears squeaking

if he is one cive away from a bat and he can feel atreerei if he is one away from

lie can also smeil the stench of theiWumpui Mini up to two caves awayut cannot tell the.
, ,

directly. None of this evidence tells the player the direction Of a hazard. The- 40
hunter a bow ante aniwswhkh he can fire at any time into a neighboring cave.

The arrow will ricochet at random through the warren for up to a. distance of five caves

and will kill the Wumpus if hits hit.. It is possible that the arrow will by chance find its

way back and kill the hunter. Atypic al warren will contain 20 cavei 3 bats, 3 pits, The

plaYer. and the WuMpus.

1.5 A 'Wumnus Scenario
0

,

The student's input is in bold type thekomputer's output is in italics. For the lake of

Aladability we have taken t

pronouns to refer to caves

of editing the advisor's output by, for example, using

already been mentioned. We could easily update the
- ., .

program to 'effect Most of these kanges itself. In the case of pronoun rgference,.
Winograd'. program (Winograd 1973) proVides method: that are sufficient for the limited

k
'examples in this scenario. .

7

If Silo Ire. 1 se. ru ors a bithiniq pker. You have had 5 wins and 3 losses. Let's tern.

You are ,at case If with neighbors 4, 14, 0; and 8. lin& I feel a draft. You are near a nit.
What a stench. I ensell the Wsunpsul- What now? d/

10,

..
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4

9

wish you You are at cue 4.1oUlt neighbors caves 14, 6: 2, and 15. arm/ Squeak! A
bat is WT. What now?

I.

14

This it a dangerous moot You km been in two ,eighbors of 14 and )enc felt a draft in both.
This is double evidence so it is probable that is ply is there. What now?

Advice

. Cave 8 is a better caw to explore. W hot now? ;

Why

There is no danger from the Mantas at 14 or 8. It is possible that $ contains stint but it is
!Wadi that Mere is one at 14. W hat now?

Yen ere at case 8 with neighbors 19, 1, 11 and P. What a stench! W1.#21 now?

15
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4.

You an at caw 19 with neighbors` 1744wil6..8fusail What now?

8.
w.

17

This it a good woos, ha; stem tt is, on Its to the safe cores 1 and 9 You are at caw 8
pith nejghbors 19, 1,15 and 9. W iat a st hat now?

4P

1-

wt

Yasi are at cam 1 With neighbors 12,1, and 9. Wks a stench! W fiat nowt

lc

11
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4

That is ,Mt now. The Wultirus could be in 12 because you haven't found caves that
are within two caws of 12. that were swell free. W hit now? /

Advice ,

You should, visit all the ores which you know are safe before you start taking risks, Cite 9 is
a rood cave to.ixtlore. _Late 1; is is free frow bats and pits; however, the Wunfrus can not be
at cave 9. W hat now?,

.4 ,wsOte
r.

If the Wimps" 'seer; at cave 9, then Ww08 *Wald be-next to hies and you would swell Wm at
cave 19. hot. you didn't nail hive at case 19, so 9 U safe. What now?

or,

You as et-catoe 9 with neighbirs 8, 7, 10, and 1. W hot et stench/ W hat NO

Help

1

- ft

I can gs you InAniiatIon abut where you are, where you have been;, and what lost knit,
lwrnal at each owe that you have visited. 1 wth° give you advice. W hat now?

17

.

.4.
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Advice

Wtvivpin Advisor I

Cave lO is s pod cave to explore. It p possible that the Weetteitifie cave 10, but that itsii
necessary red. There are no safer coves. W lest now?

I

I

'

You en am* ID witA neighbors II, 9, 5, and 2. / W hat a stench/ W

111

it U possible that woe it yams s g pu. Wadi yew 1Me to p wised with that wove?

What now?

7

Yost Yens not p o directly to 7 from cave AO. Would you; like a route to cave 7?

Yes

Qs to 9 and Men to 7. Shall I Oahe the Neves?

Yes

'1



You an at cast Frotth wieder, d, 7, 10, and 1. What a stench! What nong,---..

. . I 41 it.
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/
,

' .,'
I e .

rhe moots ti ar)" tif01101PiRldfrilett:

Cave8 mut W mad., isro assay from the Wastinu since it smells and to le 19 d This
.

. ,

=SW that 'ettAericase 1, 15 or 91nout be next is hint
, . .

Case 73 is two mrsry sings U is next to 4 which doesn't smell. Cue 9 isn't one assay Stati*ti
Wired cam '7 and, that didn't mall. Therefore, b effininestisni, cave 1 If op away. Hence,
Otis,f Us neighbors mut be the'Wsanfitu.,

r f - ,
The neighbors 1 y 1 art 8, 9 and 12. Yost hue visited 8 and 9 so, its elimination, the Wtosfrus
is at 12. !

16
.

C"-

Shoot

W high ape would patlika to show into?

12

I

shot the Wustims,

y

re

,-4

2

a
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.

2. The structire of the advisor.

Major

The Wumpus Advisor has several capabilities organised around an expert umpus

player that embodies a considerable amount of knOwledge aboUt the game. This expert can

evaluate the student's move, compare it against the best move-and explain differences so

. that the student will improve his gain. Future versions will include a model of the student

.
as a perturbation of the- expert. This will, increase sensitivity to the particular problems

facing each studeljt. of the game. In this section we outline the structure-of the expert, its

capabilities, its basic method of deduction-and its advising and explaining strategies.

Siction 3 covers the details of each of these topics, and section 4 outlines an improved

approach developed by criticising our present effort.

Our expert Wumpiss playerisas four major capabilities..

.
I. It elfectuas information about the state of the game. from what it knows the player

;way

8. It can evaluate any move that the player can make.

S. It classifies all moves accord4 to a set of categories designed to capture the major

strategies of Wumpus playing.

4. Its evaksation of a move is modular.

At try time in a Wumpus game' the player can see a small portion of the warren and

21
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can remember areas he has visited or has seen from a visited cave. He has partial

knowledge of the warren from this Information. He can use his memory of the location of
C

bats he has come across and all the evidence froth smells, breezes and squeaks that he has

discovered in the course of the pine: A good player should be able to deduct useful

information about the position of various hazards 6y combining this information and

using inference rules entailed by the rules of the game.' The expert makes most of these
J

deductions, only dal% information the student knows or ought to have remembered. In

time, the advisor teaches the. student to make all of these deductions himself in a treasonable
e--

manner and to use theinformation dispvered to make a best play. There are two 'Broad

classes of our expeit can deduce. First, it can often determine exactly the
/

positions of a bat, picot the Wumpus2 or can tell that a cave is definitely free of such
_.../

hazards. This is clearly important to good play for hazards must avoided and safe

caves are worth4nvestigating. Second, and very important in ficertain area incomplete
t!''

situations where definite facts are unavailable, the expert can evaluate probabilities of

hazards for any particular cave. Various heuristics are used for this and they represent
.

qualitative knowledge about using evidence to mahk decisioni.

Information gathered by these tectiniques is then used by the expert -to evaluate each

possible move. All inoves are treated independently. There is no need to plan ahead in

detail sine a move can ,almbst always be, made at any; time if Oil Only when a bat
. -. e

transfers a player to a remote part of the warren do caves become inicoeuible. Even in this

cue the warren is so interconnected that it is unlikely to be much of a handicap. A move

evaluation consists of a probability assignment for each hazard type and a simple measure

9 r)
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1" Ok

of the information that would be gained by the move. So cave. 3 may have a 0.3

. probability of a pit,.a certain bat and definitely 'no Wumpus. It may be near the Wumpus,
and so be likely to giVe information about it. JP

L. The expert has an exutive which classifies all possible moves according to a seven
. . .

point scale of goodness shown in figure I and discussed in dieail in set tinn 3.4. Each

categiiry is a distinct type. Safe moves are preferred to unsafe ones and given' two moves

of roughly equal safety, the one which reveals most information about the warren and the
- . ...

. . 4 .

Wumpus is regarded as the best. All moves in the fringe area are considered. These age
. - .

caves which are accessible but have not yet been visited. It is I waste of time to visit a cave

/

that has already been visited unless it is on the way to soother profitable cave in the. ,

fringe. If the player does visit such a cave it is)issumed he is going somewhere va4ble. -, -

r .
unlessehe wastes too much time by going in profitless drcles:

,,/
The expert is composed of foqr main units, an executive and three. specialists, one

each for bats, pits and the Wuinpus. Naturally, from the symmetry of the gime, the-bats

and pits expert are very similar and use similar deduction rules. Each specialist deduces

what it can about its associated hazard and reports to the executive. Modularity allows for
t

a comprehensibk expert which is a natural advantage for teaching purposes. The student's

p

play can be evaluated separately for each speciality and also on their integration. We

expect that this will make it easier to constyict student models. It certainly allows the

current advisor to advise about one particular module at a time.

. \
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/ EXECUTIVE CLASSIFICATION

Wumpus Advisor I

S.

TYPE NO

IS THE CAVE SAFE? DOES'THE MOVE

GIVE INFORMATION?

FROM BATS

. 6 PITS,

FROM THE

WUMPUS

ON THE

WARREN

ON THE

. UUMPUS

I

1 YES. YES YES YES
2 YES. YES Y$S NO
3 YES YES YES
4 NO YES YES
5 NO `YES YES NO
S NO NO YES YES
7 DEATH DEATH NONE NONE

TYPE NO. 1UMPUS VALUE BATS it FITS VALUE

1

2

3

4

S

1

2

3

8 < VAL < 1
4

7
1-

1

)

Bat-pit safety i been. Ivan Precedince. The bats/pitmtuktmJus of a cave is
bythe prbbabi I itv of depth by bats or pits in that cave. The Wumpus value is

1 If the Cave Is safe fr the Uumpus but.uill give information about It. 2
If ItOirsafe but will give no ,Information, I% 3 if it is unsafe.

figure 1.
1.4
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1

2.2 Extra facilities

Several extra facilities have been added to the bask expert outlined above. They can

be thought of as extra modules although they do not relate to the executive in the same

char way as tht three hazard modules. All three --the facilities we next describe could be

improved greatly and integrated into the advisor more cleanlj.

WeJ91clude a simple help specialist which will offer the student a.good move when

he is in trouble and, will also present an expla

entirely a call to the expert for the current

of it if the student desires. It is, almost

move, We make no attempt p iuppli a

move whkh &tailored to the students current difficulties. This enhancement will only be

reasonable when student plelling is implemented.

Since the player may not' remember all of the warren he has come across so fat, we

provide a route finder specialist. If he has anSdiffictiky in reaching a goal suggested by

.41the move suggester the advisor will offer a route through known safe caves. This is

'coupled with help facility which gives the player information about any cave he has

visited on request.

More important itneVrnost in need of further development is the shooting specialist

whose job it is to prevent the player from wasting arrows and to advise him to_shoot if he

should be able to deduce the exact location of the Wumpus. it will dissuade the player

from shooting If he has not located the Wumpus exactly or if he shoots into a cave that

could not be the Wumpus, especially if there are mkt worthwhile things to be done.

Future shooting spectating ought to weigh up the risky of shooting, the value of the arrow,

_the_possibility of hitting the Wumpus and the availability of go_o_d plays Asetvheric We

4
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return to this when we Consider a decision theory paradigm for future Wunipus advisors.

2-1 The advisiat Deraditni

The advising paradigm for our current program is a simpk one. This is because we

do-not yet have a component which effectively makes models of the student. Our system.

:describes his immediate behaviour and not the reasoning thatled him to this. As a
4

consequence, the advisor-wilradvise when the student makes any non-optimal move and

will give him a description of his bad play which is usually too full. Neverthess, there are

2,.
same subtleties involved even using our simple techniques.

While discussing' tie expert we noted that the exiiiinive claisifies the student's. move

according tb a seven point set of categories (see figure 1). We associate.a program called a

move-type-analyst with each type in this category set. The job d such In analyst is to'

comment whenever the student makes a move of that particular type.. Each analyst will

check to see if the student made a move that wiz significantly worse than the best possible,_ s

befbre it criticises him. The conditions for this vary according to t1;e particular type and

this is one reason for having separate analysts. In general the best moves are the ones with

the lowest classification numbers and a drop of one-makes a significant difference. This is

not always the cue. For example move-classification 44(unsaft because ofbatsats .or pits but

safe froin the Wumpus.whilp giving information about it) is not 'afwayssignificantly worse

than class S (safe from bats and pits but in danger from the Wumpus) even though in
'

b, Or
general a drop of one class does make a significant difference.

The comments made to the student depend on move types as well as on the particular

P
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board stit. Firstl* the analyst comme nts on the move type itself with some statement such

Wumpus Advisor I

course,. al *that is a tiiky move". 0( course if there is no safe move it will say *good luck" andm IP , .
...

. , . .

leave theplayer to his fate but-often More specific comment is needed. There ate two types
, aisI . 4 , .

, % . .
.

1

of bad feature a move may have, thine that are avoidable and those that are not. The
'k

analyst only commenon the avoidable ones, a property whickdepends on the better mOves
. P .

,,,
72.

available at- the time. If the avoidable danger was aim hazard the bats expert would be
,

called in toive an explanation of the hazard. The implicit assumption* that the student

did kit see it.*With a good student model we could 'distinguish between this and the caseii

when the place noticed the huardbut failed to see any better move. The aivisor focuses

the player's aetent and stimuWes him into finding a better move refering to the

hazard as a' reason for notlng the move he tried; It ifs possible, that the student
.

found other moves which were tree from the criticism but noticed faults in thesithat he

was mistaken about or that he gave too much weight to. A good modeller should

to adapt advice giving:to cases like this. /
Having criticised the player's move the analyse allows him to think for a while by

'asking him if hewisties to go II player can change his move and will thetbe
4

offered better one. On request from the pla-yer the analyst will compare its suggestion

with the player's move. The expknation is comparative so nocommon features of the two
4

nova need mentioning. 4"--"

We have summarised' that part of the advisor that currently fit/ nicely into a

k. Throughout the program are numerous patches dor imprOve advice giving in

ye. samples °Ouch special cases are advising, about noting, commenting on
.

9 "
4so
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110/11
repeated mistakes and cautioning about time yeasting by mbving only into visited caves.

We hope eventually to include these in our theory.

2.4 Unsitivitv to the student

Although no student modelling is done by the current version of the system there are

two comments to be made about the way the iirogram deals with the issue. First, some

adaptation to student perforniance kids is made even withoUt active modelling: The,

student is asked ity rate himself con i IAN point scale of Wumptis hunting ability. It would

be fairly easy to have the program actively make such coarse judgements over a per

few gable*. °The rating to the advisorbehaviotir in three ways

.

ti

a) provision for initial advice,,

b) pnming-explanations,.

`c) prtinhIg the expert's deductions.

of a

the player, is a raw beginner there are certain features of the game he might not
I°.

have realised. For example, bats are not as dangenisis as pits since they usually land `you in
. -

a life cave. Immediate observations such as these are told 'perhaps once or twice to a

bqginner and'are not mentioned again.

The program 'can generate deiailed explanations by -tridng throne; the deductions

made by the expert in determining Such facts is probabilities of bats. It is useful to prune

"11-
this advice leaving only relevant facts. the two most generil approaches involve

14.
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'
l;Rdtechniques fiat yet ed in our advisor. One involves natural language dialogue. If the

student were able 'to ask the Program.for detailed explanations when he needed them, the

advisor could explain in a top-down fashion, beginning with the main steps pf the

deductions and awaiting prompting for particular substips.. It is possible to allow some

form of prompting without a natural language capability if for each lower level step the
.7^

advisor asks the student whether he needs an explanation.

sliSecopd method requires a good student model to determine what the player already

knows. We incorporate a coarse version of this procedure. The student is asked tviescribe

his level of play as a number from I to 4. The difference between a very gaud player and a

novice is enough to Justify ommitting explanations of simple steps when advising the good
x.

phyer. Though this does not solve the problem of overwhelming t beginner With detail, it

does improve the situation for a good player.
." .

Finally, we astume that one who claims to be only a moderate player will not make

any of the more sophisticated deductions or probability judgements that our expert can

make. In this case we remove the relevant deduction rules \from the expert to bring it more

to the level of the player. This an .be expressed as regardless of the student he must

. learn to 'LIk before he runs.. Because of the modularity of the rules 'we can make this

5djustment easip,The same property should aid us in designing a realistic student

modeller in the future. When carried this leads to the notion of a "syllabus.' which

is an organisation of The teaching material that provides guidance for deciding in what
2D

order the material should be presented.
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Most moves in i game of _Wumpus yield information which may be used as evidence

for locating and Migrating dangers,,, the board. We describe the detailed deduction

proceduresAssed nit-going this in section 3 but' it is worthwhileto make some genii

obseriatioos abort the deduction. paradigm we used. We use four main headings for our

'description.

1) An issertiOnal data base,

2) Antecedent ttieorerns' .

3) Special reprOsentation of disjunction;

4) Mathematal f9ifsctiorts for evaluating probabilities.

The assertional data base contains information representing the state of the warren

when it is set up. It includes the connections between caves and the exact locations of the

player and the hazards. Initially, the player knows nothing about the hazards so we

distinguish properties,end relations which describe his changing view of the world as the

game progresses from the actual state of the world. The expert, of course, plays from the

playeri point of view although it is cortceivabk that future programs with more

sophistlEaged advising methods will "cheat" and help the player avoid difficulties he is

unprepared to face.. if There are two types of properties and relations. One set of properties

is a primary set including math properties as'SMELL, yl.SrT4D, etc. It is assumed (hat any

player will have these as part of his vocabulary since they are so closely tied to the way in

3 0
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which .the rules of the game are presented to him. Other properties, such as I -AWAY, 2-

AWAY, are more remote. They appeared useful to us as we designed an expert. It is

important to note that the student might not have these in his vocabulary until the advisor

shows him that they are useful. Left to himself he could come up witha totally different

representation. for his play. We assume that there is only one good strategy and all the

program's explanations are phrased in terms of the vocabulary needed for the inferences

inAlved in this. The hope is to Set the student thinking along the same lines. It is

important for 'future work ,to remember that different people may represent problems

iffereritly so that a better advisor must be able to determine a student's representation and

model him accordingly. In Wumpus type situations it may be important for the.advisoc- tb

see how the student represents the warren diagramatically though, in general, multiple

representations poses a very difficult qUestion. To summarize, our program uses a single

predesigned representation and Sittempts to impose this on the player.

Wumpus is 4 sufficiently simple game that antecedent methods can be used to keep

track of new deductions. Wheneyer any new information appears thq, expert draws all

implications it ever will between this and the old ii0ormation. Thus vi capture one aspect

of a game players He has-a view of the game state which slowly changes as new

information interacts with it. The expert has theorems which determine features of caves

'such *being one cave away Prom the wumpus, being safe, or containing the Wumpus.

tome of these are simple, for example the condition that 'an arrow misses the Viumpus.

would trigger a theorem to assert that the cave the arrow was fired into is safe. Other

theorems have several possible triggering conditions because a feature of a cave can

31
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depend'ePon features of aft its-neigbhors. It also happens that a theorem may be triggered

to prove a property already known 'to be4rue. In order' to prevent unnecessary chain

reactions of triggering an antecedent theorem always checks first to see if its result is true

already.

These design *uses are common knowledge to Al programmers but take on a new
light In Mt alike giving prognise.Thoy are features which could improve a player's

p gene e arganised Ms knowledge by then.

When the expert deals with bat and pit inference it is interested in the probable

locations of bits and pits. This requite it to represent disjunction' such as 'there must be

a bat in cave 1, 2 or r. We were led to use a special representation in terms of candidate

sets. In the example just given thire would be a candidate set of (cave cave2 cave3): Bats

and pits deductkm procedures were designed around this notation and manipulated using

Intersection, dzehnd set inclusion.

__Evaluating the likelihood of a bat" for any particular cave differs from the logical

deduction protest used to find the exact features of Wet since it involves probability. It is

extremely hard and messy to apply probabilitytheory etacrrto the Wurnpus.situation.' An

'Probabilities are conditional on the partial inforination alleady accrued at the particular

stage of the game. This leads to complex formulae at best and exhaustive combinatorial

search at worst. Our expert is instead a model of heuristic and approximate probabilistic

reasoning of the kind that knowledgable game players use in 'pommel sense judgements

about the game. We determined four general methods that might well be used to estimate
I

probabilities and adJustrent the tetuks to account for multipk evidence and the
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.. '.
phenomenon of evidence beinglexplained away. Our rules embody simplifying

,assumptionsm and are generally useful outside of Wumpus. Though we expect that most

students will use some qualitative ahalogue of ourptiles, the advisor represents (them as

mathematical formulae embodied in procedures. this has a quantitative nature which
4

?km verbal advice hard to give. The advisor ovircornes this partial by pointing out the

evidence it um as data for its formulaeyid then saying that the ent should deduce it

is likely (probable, etc) that the cave in question contains a hazard. W don't yet know how
r

much advice giving about coMmon sense reason* can be baled on a quantitativtdel.

Generation of exolanatioes

9
The Wumpus advisor gives detailed explanations of its reasoning. This leads the

student to dedUce useful properties of the board position and to use them when deciding on

an appropriate move. Explanations are produced in a very simple way similar to that used

in Stanfield (1975). An explanation Willi an almost iscloworphk relationship ro th

deduction procedure that is being explained. Each general rule of inference isycia

with an explanation function. If the rule is of the forM "A and B implies C. the,

explanation furiction prints clot an explanation of the bask form 'C-because A and 13".

Since rules may be applied in many cases, many explanations can be produced by the same

explanation function. This is only the simplest example of the method which is extended

m two wait First, A and B, the premises of the rule, may themselves be consequences of

odor facts and Implied by other rules. The explanation functioh for and g implies C"

calls the explanation functions for these rules and so on. Eventually a complete and
-a

33
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'detailed explanation of the inferendng is produced. Second, each explanation functionis a

Procedure and can easily have idiosynaatic behaviour. One common addition is for a rule

to state itself as well as the particular instance. So we could have "caves you have visited

are safe. You hive visited cave 3 so it is safe. `It would be possible by keeping a simple

timid to;have the rule...printed out with the instance for the first few times only. Other

additions make the English output flow. better and, occasionally, context sensitive aspects

can be added. The program will usually refer to a visited cave as "cave x which has been

visited" but because of context might say "cave x where you are mile. Up to a point, these

. embellishments are` easily added and the advisor' has many. A general purpose:English

°opt* program must be the next step (see Slocum 1975, McDonald (forthcoming), Riesbeck

Since the expert program is 'modular and contains din executive, the explanation

functions fall neatly into claues,,Sorne explain about bats and pits or about the Wumpus

and some about the strategy as a whtile.

It Isis, to see froM the example that the explanations become longWinded and

detailed. To some extent their hierarchical nature eases this but it would be preferable for

. only the more jelevant or important parts of the explahatiairscLbe given to the student so

that he is not confused by too much information. We could have included various ad hoc

k techniques for pruning explinadom which would halve been moderatefy satisfactory. It

seems more sensible from a research standpoint, to first imprOve the student model so that

therms a good bull for judgements of relevancy.

4
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.

3. Progreso details

The bats and pits modules of the expert embody about eight rubes of finference and

use them to determine the positions of bats and pits. They are of two kinds, logical rules

which Cian be used to deduce the exact location of haprds, ind probabilistic rules which

cin only estimate the likelihood of bats and pits in any particular cave. Both types of rule

hams akeady' been discussed and here we describe them in detail.

There are four logical rules for bats.

a) A squeak heard in anj cave implies that there is a bat in at least one neighbor of

11-

b) Visiting a cave will tell you whether that cave contains a bat.

.4
c) If a cave does not squeak then none of its neighbors can contain a bat.

d) If the total number of bats is'given, they can sometimes be located exactly.

Rules for pits are almost identical, the one 'difference being that rule b) k of little

use. If you fall in a pitithegame is over a bat.may limply carry you to a safe cave

elsewhere!. Rule d) is fairly complex and is nos implemented in our system. It works

because if thay...,are many more caves next to known squeak caves and only a few bats in

the warren then:only certain arrangements of bats will explain all the.squraks. The crucial

point abasing-1es a) b) and(c) ishich a beginner may not,immediately nottce is-1Qt b) and c)

/Kni tull out poisibtllties suigested by a) to leave only one. In this aloe a bat or pit has

35
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been exactly located. Knowing the exact location of *kat in such a manner can in turn

al\iow the probability rules to explain away certain

could lead the expert to conclude that certain caves are safe.

neighboring that bat. This

figure 2.

Consider the example in figure 2. Caves with circles Around their webers have beet,

visited; caves I, 11 and 4 are known to squeik; caves 2 and 7 are knOwn not to squeak.

Begune,of the squeak at cave I, either cave 2, 5 or 6 must contain a bat by rule a). But 2

cannot by rule b) (it has been 'kited) and 8 cannot because of the lack of a squeak at cave

7 'by ,rule c).. This leaves only cave 3 as the bat cave. But A bat at 3 explains away the

squeak it 4 so there is no reason to suspect a bat at II or

To iniplenumt the rules we use candidate set;. Firstly, the state of the board as seen

by the player is represented in the data-base using the -,ptoperties KNOWN-SQUEAK,

KNOWN-NOT-SQUEAK, VISITED, V-BAT and KNOWN- NEIGHBORS. V-BAT

3E (

1
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means the cave has been visited and contains a bat which,therefore carried the player away

before he saw the ne hlxxs of the cave., Next a candidate set is generated for each squeak'

cave, duplicate sets being flushed. At least one bat must be in each cariaidire set. A unary

candidate set is added to account for each visited bat cave. The sets produced to account

4

for figure 2 would be

(2 3 8) (311 10)' 00)

Next, rules b) and c) are applied to remove caves from candidate sets. We now have

the sets

(3) , (3 11 5) (I0) .

Logically; in our example, we have deduced that caves S and 10 contain bats. If we

knew that there were only two bats in the !arm, the unimplemented rule d) could be used

° to prove that U and 5 are absolutely safe.

At this stage, the logical rules are exhausted and the probability rules take over.

There are four probability rules, each corresponding to a fairly general rule for estimating

likelihoods based 'oil limited evidence The rules are qualitative versions of the application

of simple probability theory and Saps' rule. Wewill describe each one saying a few words

about its impismontation. The rules are as follows.

.37
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a) final likelihood

b) Eiidence can be explained away

c) Multiple evidence can increase.probability

d) Multiple evidence an decrease some probabilities

Whenever exactly one of a set of equally likely outcomes must occur, simple

probability says that the total probability must be I and an estimate can be madeof the

probability of each outcome. This tile applies approximately to any candidate set

,produced by the logical rules. 11 the set has N members then we may deduce that the

probability of a bat being in any particular cave is 1/1.1. We can compare the safety of

akeringive moves because, caves in smaller candidate site are more likely to contain bats.

This rule is approximate for two reasons. Firstly, there may be two bats in any candidate

set although for a large warren and few hazards this is unlikely to make the rule

10 inaccurate. -Secondly, knowledge about the remainder of the warren may influence the

probability of ayartiqslar cave. having a bat in subtle ways.

alb

3
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t

figure 3.

A particularly common way that this second case arises is that a probabk or certain

bat in one cave explains away evidence that sdpports a bats being in that cave as well as in

several others. This rule Can be applied whenever one candidate set is a subset of another.

Figure 3 shows a tale with two candidate sets (1 21) and (12). The bat in (1 2) die to. the'

squeaking explains away the squeak at 4 that gave rise to (I 2 3) and there is no reason. to

itootr believe a bat exists in 3. Evidence supporting 3 is exp kined away by the bat in (1 2). Our

current advisor implements this by reducing the probability for 3 to the likeliWood thara

bat was put in S by the program which set up the bokrd.

figure 4. 39'
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If two candidate sets overlap we have a situation of mukiple evidence. Figure 4.
,

shows a case where a squeak at I gave rise to a anklidate set (2 5 4), and a squiik' at 5 to'a

set (411 7). A bat at 4 would eiplainwa t is evidence. Akernatively, two pieces of evidencep

point to 4 but only one each to _2, Si and 7. We implement the rule for this situation by
. ... .

consid"g the probability of no bat et 4
.

P(bat at 4) I eP(no bat at 4)

- 1P(bat in (2 SD P(bat in (6 7))

1A,

general version of the formula Can easily be derived from this.

. This rule introduces a problem. If the probability of the common case is Increased

than the total probability for each candidiateet is raisediave LO whkh violates our initial

approximation-of one danger per cat* The greater probability of there being a bit'in the

common area should partially explahi away the,evidenceind reduce the probabilities for

the other cues. Since the exact formula for this would be cumbersome our program uses a

roue formula to average out the discrepancy` by reducing all the probabilities by a little.

This 4s the fourth rule.

1.

BAT

fit*, 5.
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Another problem arises when more than One rule applies at. once. Figure 5 shows two

> I end 2, both sirueak and are both neighbors of cave S. If cave I is also nexf to 'aefi
. ,

cave which is known to contain a bat then. its squeak is totally explained away and gives no

f4ther Inforrnadot It cannot.be used in conjunction with cave 2 a's a case of double

evidence for a bat in the cave connecting I and 2: This means that we must apply the

explain-away rule beforeihe double-evidence rule. Such priority constraints'occur Often in

programming so we should ripsufprised when a student needs know them as part of

the 'Mown program/or playing a pine well.

The four rules give esnman that fit- the intuitive judgemehta generallig. made by

players. The `advisor state the factors used in the evaluation and gives a rounded off
a

version of the resuk of its own formulae. It was unimportant for us that the student could

maskel`y apply probability theory and we prefgrred that he, be led towards making well-

four ruin we use ate4itble for this and are aifplicable 'in °f ttan

s.

pine Wesson module

1

More complex deductions can be made about the location of the Wumpus than about
*

Ittiind pits. Beamsr a smell means that a Wumpus is within two caves rather thn in a

neighboring one it is weaker evidence than a squeak or tete and fives rise to a much

larger candidate set of possible Viumpuscavee On the other hand, absence of smell rules

out more caves !haft would absence of the other types ividence. Since smell-generated

41
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. candidate sets hake a radius Of two caves it is possible that a neighbor of the smell cave Is

tAvisited making the candidate set incomplete. It is also difficult to tell if moving from

ON smell cave to another takes you closer, further away or leaves you at the same distance

froth the Wumpus. A i these factors lead to a more complex set of inference rules than we

need for the bats modules. 4

There are two sirnpiffkations which make the problem tractable. Future programs

. might cover the more general cue and it would also be interesting to vary the type of *

Wumpus evidence (intensity of the smell with distance from the Wumpus, or number of

Wumpi for 'xample) to see what rules would then be needed. The two simplifications we

have made are arrollows.

1) The expert only makes logicsl deductions about the Wumpiis and not probabilistic

cliklgements.

2) In the original pine the Won** may move when liiiiikarrow is fired which misses

him. The Wumpus is fixed in our version.

11.

We examine ways to make probabilistk judgements about the Wumpus later. If the

second iimplification is relaxed and the Wu Pus is allowed to move, older evidence would

be degraded but would nor lose all Its value. A smell cave which before a shot had implied,

the Wumpus was within two caves, would now mean he must now be within three. A

cave would now guarantee only that he is not in one of the cave's neigtibors. The

Micros! In variety of evidence would.make tit rules mots complex.
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4;

We use five major Wumpus finding rules. Each is further away from the rules of

play than the bats rules are and requires some simple proof of its correctness which

naturally should play a part in the explanation of the rule given by the advisor. The rules

are methods for deciding one of five properties of a cave namely , SAFE, TWO-AWAY,

ONE-AWAY, WUMPUS, and MORE-THAN-ONE-AWAY.

Rule I: G)AL - To prove a cave is SAFE

A cave is aft

a) if it hits been safely visited
*OW 4; a

b) Iran arrow has been fired into the cave and no Wumpas was hit

c) if there is a NO-SMELL cavtwithin two caves of it

This rule is easily Justified and is invoked whenever one of the properties, VISITED.

MISS, NO-SMELL is asserted itut the cave in question.

I

Rule 2: GOAL - To prove a cave is MORE-THIN-ONE-AWAY

A cave is more-than-one-away from the Wumpus;

a) if we can prove it to be two-away

b) if it doesn't smell

If a neighboring cave does not smell

a) is obvious and b) and c) are simple since if a cave were the Wumpus or one away

A
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then all of its neighbors, would smell. This rule le is not exhaustive. 'here are probably

other ways biprove more-than-one-auaresi but its use is limited to these special cases as a

help to later roles.

Rule & GOAL - To prove a cave is TWO-AWAY -

A cave is two caves from the Wumpus;

a) if it smells and it is inore-thai;one-Awal

b) if it smells (so all the neighborke known) and crone of the neighbors is thee
JO=

t.11

Both parts of this-"rub need =merit: Rule 1) depends on the configuration shown
t:

In Nun 6-

f

Cave 1 oust be exactly tuo' from the Ilumpue.

r,
figure 6.

I

SincoLcave 1 smells it is wilin two caves of the Wumpds and must be either one'or
P

two caves'away. But cave 2 must be mote than two caves away and. as 1 and 2 are

cannoned, the only consistent cue is for cavil to be two away from the Wimps. Both

4
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caes MUst be visited for this isle to be applied and the rule is triggered when any SMELL

or NO-SMELL cave is discovered.

Cate b) succeeds by proving that the cave is more-than-one-away from the Wumpus.

Since it smells, it is either one or two away and .so must be two away. Notice that rule 2

does not he here. Instead, we prove that no neighbor it the Wumpus cave so the cave in

question is more-than-one-away. This"rule is triggered when any cave is shown to be safe

by.ruk 1. All neighbors of the new safe cave are checked for smells and any cave-which

does smell has the rule applied to it. Akematiiely, a new smell cave may trigger the rule.

U either ca ---of 'rule J succeedi it will trigger rule 2

Rule 4: GOAL - To prove a cave is ONE-AWAY.

A cave is one away fronalie Waives is it has a neighbor which is two am y'and all

other neighbors of that cave are more-than-one-away.

flours 7.

45
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Figure 7 shows an example in which cave 6 must be one away from the Wumpus.

The reasoning is as follows. By rule Sat car 2 is two away. But we know all its neighbors

and one of than must be one away. Care I cannot be, by rule 2b). and since cave S b two

away, by rule Sak cave S am of be one away either by rule 2a). By process ss of elimination,

this means that cave 6 must be one away.

Notice that rules Sb) and 4) are sirnito' the. bats and pits logical rules. First a

candidate set is generated in which at least one element has a desired property. Then all

members are deleted and the remaining pouibikty becomes a certainty. This -technique

could be called "reasoning by elimination'. In the bats ase the property was directly related

- to the pine rules Mrs the Wumpus rules require some thought to discover relevant

properties such as ONE -AWAY.- It would be interesting to see if we could design an

advisor that would lead a student to develop these Wumpus rules from the bats rules and

to realise that reasoning by default is a commonly useful method worth identifying and

naming. We leave it to the reader to see how the method generalises to give rules for

ding Wurnpi who smell more and

uses reasoning by

be detected from greater distances. Ririe 5 also

II I

Rule & GOAL - To prove a cave contains the WuMpus.

A cave rout contain the Wumpus if it has a neighbor' which is one away from the

Wumpus and all others neighbors of that cave are safe.

* -
We can see an example of- rule S in figunr S, an extension of figure 7. Suppose the
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Oiler visited cave 6 and discovered it smeied and connected with 3 and 10. Since &is one

away and neither 2 npr 311 the Wumpus by rule 5, are 10 must be the Wumpus.

flgtre S.

General anaments on the Winnots.modele

Despite the simplifications we made, the rules for Wumpus hunting are still complex.

There are common denims and the rules inter- relate by triggering each other at, several

points. Nor are the rules complete. We could use the fact that there is only one Wumpus

to help locate him. Figure 9 is an extension of figure 7 where we rbit cave 6 and disco,/

the new neighbors 7 and & The Wumpus must be one of thee. But we have only one

arrow let and Went waste It So we visit cave 5 and dbcover neighbOrs and 9. We

hays two coneUdase sew for the one *campus, fi) and IS 9). He must be at 8.

7

47
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figure 9.

A

Wumpus Advisor I
A

Such a large body of knowledge makes advice gills a difficult problem1/4. Our

advisor applies the rules, detects any instance In which the mitre could have made a'

better move and prints out' protKol the rule's application. This naive tutorial

technique could be improved in several ys. First, are needs to be takep over the

disc nctiop between a role and iutinstances. 'advisor follows the paradigm of teaching

by example. k should also teach by 'giving general explanations. Second, the rules inter-.
relate and k b non-trivial to organise titan all to simplify their application. It is possible

hilt player knows all the rules but is muddled about than in practice. Thirdly, we build

no model of the student's knowledge so It is impossible to debug him whet 14 uses an

incorrect version of a rule. He may prove that a cave is two away by using rule Sa) but

then think that all smell caves next to it must be closer to the Wumpus and must be one

away. We seed t, way to classify, deed and correct thesejrrors.

just as our expert could make qualitative judgienents about the probabilities of bats

46
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and pits, it is possible to introduce rules for judging the likely location of the Wumpus.

Th.', are two ways to do this. We can make use of the similarity between Wumpus

hunting and bat finding where reasoning by elimination is used to lei up candidate sets.

All the probabilistic bat rules will then-apply to the candidate sets. Rules 3a). 4 and 5 give

rise to candidate sets for the properties TWO -AWAY, ONE -AWAY and WUMPUS'

respectively. There is a titnsitiity phenomenon too. Probability resuki from rules 3 and 4

can be used ss evifence in'rules 4 and 5 respectively. Here is possibly a general principle

of plausible reasoning. An exact rule has a probabilistic counterpart for use when

incomplete or uncertain evidence is fed intokit, This would provide a nice basis for an

adviapr whose goal was to teach plausible reasoning by weighing evidence

Sfl

vague 10.

A second totally different strategy for making probability judgements is possible and

give rims to further principles of plausible reasoning of very general application. Given a

board "be such as that in figure 10. we can enumerate several hypotheses for the location

of the Wumpita Consider for example cave l; 5 and lk Each of these hypotheses will

19
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explain away some of the evidence in the figure. None of the hypotheses is totally

discounted but each re quires a d ferent set of extra properties to be 0u..of the board

which. are sail to be tested. A umpus at firould explain all the smells and also the

smell/nOirnell pair at 3/10. It needs no extra things to be true of the board. Hypothesising

cave 5 however, does not explain the smells at 2, 3 and 7. It thus needs extra board

connections and these may or may not exist. Some measures of the evidence exptined and

the extra constraints imposed on future discoveries can be used to compare the likelihoods
I

of various hypotheses. Both measures are needed. Constraint measures 'an be used to

compare hypotheses and the explanlition measure'provides some absolute measure of

confidence

M The martin's save classification

`The bats, pits and Wurnpu. s experts are used m determine the probabilities of

meeting a heard in any particular ate. This information must be used by the executive
.0

to evaluate a move. The executive forms the strategy canponent of a Wurnpus player but

since the game requires hale lookahead, planning strategies are hard* needed. Each move

can be evaluated on the basis of the current state and the available alternative moves. Two

strategies exist and a players behaviour can follow either or both for several moves even

though he makes all his decisions move by move. The strategies are called 'playing sate

and 'gaining information'. Wasting time can be thought of as a third but is a degenerate

case of the first and the advisor dab with k impatiently.
1'

Playing safe means making the saki move you an find. Clearly the safety of a
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/ cave depends on the Probability of it containing a tazard and"this is reported oriby the

respective experts. Pits and the Wunoms mean certain death so they are easy to deal with.

They are independent aid their joint probabilities for any cave,can be computed. A bat

may be relatively safe since it does not ne;essarily leave the payer. in a deadly cave.. The

executive estimates the danger by using a simple formula whkh we *will ,derive. If the

number-of caves is N, the number of bats b, and the number of pits p, then if we assume

that no cave contains more than one hazard (a good- approximation if N is much larger

than p and b) we can reason as follows.

P(death by bat)

P(you land on a pit)

P(you land on the WI:input)

P(you land on a bat)eP(death by bat).

P(death' by bat) deadly over/non bat caves (pI)l(N-b)

_

4,

(
This worts because after being dropped by a bat hi a bat cave again the chance of

death are the same as they were on first moving into a bat cave. Another way /thinking --------

of this would be to sum an infinite series with-al-term for each total number of bats it is

possible to land on in one move. A thirrWay is to realise that the process of being moved.

about by bats must eventually step in a non-bat cave and the is no reason to prefer one

over any other so the deems are wily rely.

r
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We explained the derivation. of this formula in such detail because it is an

opportunity to consider the amount of knowledge about the-application a probability that

a perfect advisot might need to explain. 'The moral is cautionary. In practice our

executive simply evaluates the formula. and states the likelihood of death as a part of its 7

explanation of the danger in a cave. The student is expected to come to some similar

decision qualitatively and to improve his reasoning to be,00incident with ye advisor's.

Shooting arrows is also a tricky type of move to evaluate. Our executive only 'deals

with thisin special cases when the Wumpus is either located or known to be in a different

direction from the shot. A true estimate of the risk involved should include the probability

of hitting the Wumpus since arrows can only be dangerous when they MAC--

The second strategy for play is to gain information. Again,. a move which has been

made before gains nothing and the strategy degenerates into time-wasting. Informatiim can

be gathered in two main ways. Moving to a new cave gives information about the warren

and perhaps also about batsand pits. However, new information about bats and pits can

hardly be predicted. If a cave is suspected of bell bat or a pit, discovering that it is not

could allow inferences to be drawn about the actual location of the hazard. In Wumpus.

exastinations in such detail are not very significant but it is easy to imagine real-world

situations where a risk is worth taking for the negative information that may be obtained.

t A naive Wumpus player may rush into dangers for this reason and the advisor will caution

him. Since Wumpi can be smelled from to caves away and as certain caves4:in be

deduced to be two away it is possible and often safe to move into a cave that has a good

chance of giving information about the *Yampa'. Again, the true valise of the information
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can only. be gauged by considering the inferences it would allow. For our purposes vie

simply distinguish between "possible" information gain and "probable" gain.

The two strategies interact so that a decision theory model is needed to compare

accurately the information gained with the risk involved. Since the version of Wumpus we

use places no time constraints on the player, our advisor makes safe play more important

thanothfotmative play. Before describing the mechanism for this, consider the following

example of a case of complex evaksation. In the beginning of the game it may be useful to

take a bat to&reach new parts of the warren, especially if an other moves in the locality are

,
dangerous. There are relatively few fits so it is unlikely that death will ennk. Later in the

game' the safety of a bat is unchanged, At this stage, most of the warren might have been

investigated'in which case the informalion value of taking a bat is lowered considerably. It'

may no longer be worth the risk. It is possible for the player to be completely trapped so he

an only make deadly movei or repeat his old ones. In this case the vi takin bat is

that it might drop you in a new situation even if this had visited earlier. A d ion

theory and planning theory of Wumpus could in future

level of Play-

he basis of an advisor for th
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EXECUTIVE CLASSIFICATION

SAFETY INFORMATION

Wiunpus\41dvIsor I

'TYPE NO . BAT I PIT .111,IMPUS turus

1 YES YES YES YES
2 YES YES YES -NO
2 YES NO YES YES
4 NO YES' YES YESs-

5 NO YES YES NO
S )E) NO YES YES
7 DEATH DEATH NONE NONE

t.

. t..

TYPE NO. WUMPUS YALE BATS I PITS VALUE

1

2,

3

4

1

. 2

3

B

1

2
3

-7

0 < VAL-< 1
/

1'

-Mit.plt safety has beep given precedence.

figure 11.
.
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Figure II iv, the move classification scheMe used by the current executive to

" Wumpus,Advisor I

NMI

". . 4 . .

caws the two 'strategies. tiring errims,and using bats to gain information have been

exduded frOm the evaluadon. Safety is faxtorid into safety, from bats and-pits, and
4 '

from the Wumpus. There. e seven Classes of move exekiding repeat moves and t are'

roughly in order of goodness. The seven can be divided into. groups. of three,I

one. The first three are totally safe from bats and pits as proved by the experts.

4 rYpes 4, 5 ind 6 are unsafe' according to bats and pits and type 7 is certain death. The two.
4

. ' : , . , .. r

groups of three are xirnilarh organised accOrdipg to Wumpus conditions. tes of.__all are ,
- .

Move* knownqo be'safe Out next to:smellfapi therefore likely to reveal information about
) .

r,

the. Wumpus. Second are those eaves whith are safe from the Wumpus but Unlikely to

give information about it. Finally, we have the caves which ire unsafe from the Wumpus.

and therefore likely to give inforr6tion about it 'Each move type 4, 5 and 6 can be furl

ranked according to the actual degred bat and pit unsafeness.

The cliiaition is effective-tive- and to some extent distinguite.the strategies and

places them in order of safety. It also clarifies the advice/iying role of the executive for

u, we shall describe, each move type has a corresponding analyst which specialises in 1-
.

advising *bow moves of that type.
.;

There are aFfibulties .,4capturing the interplay between strategies in a classification

Sehemt bbllikkr MP, Types S and 4. Both pride thommeilind or infiermation so their

'mains 'can ony be determined. for particular rnoveipby the relative dangers *volved.it ,

Again, classes 4 end 6 give the same 'information,andlder certain conditions each could

5.5
I

S

t
,
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be better than the other. A better viewpoint is to consider decision-making under

dangerous conditions to be a (recision theory problem. The expert should be able to

compare risks and, profits antics explanations should be in these terms.
,

LS flow of control

Figure 12 shows a simplified flowchart for the system. Whenever the program

requests a Move, control is at point A at the head of the flowchart Certain special case

:such as,,,shootfitg and requests for help are deik will by special programs. Otherwise, the

R

expert is cal10 classify all possible moves; in particular the one the player actually

wantgd to make, and control is switched to an apprOpriate analyst for'the player's, move

type. Analysts consider the available moves to deddrif the player made a good move. If

4I\he did it allows him to go ahead but otherwik it explains why the move was had, Pinkly

using its own explanation functions and partly using those auodated with the individual

specialiits for bats, pits and the Wumpus.

40
The-player is always allowed the option of proceeding but if wishes to change his

move he is offered advice .When accepted, this takes thelyn. of a good move and an

explanation tithe benefits of this move over the player's.
P .

wet
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(example is type 5)

14 mains 'explalh about the Wumpus"

by Deane 'explain about bats 'and ;0 ti"
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Figure 13 shows the schema for move-type analysts. It is self-explanatory except for a

few points. If two moves are of the same type they may or may not be of sufficiently

.different quality to invoke advice-giving. Since Moile-tyPes 4, 5 and 6 have a range of

safety from 0 to I, one move can be very safe while another of the same class is very risky.

Second, thvtplanation functions are context sensitive. A move which is dangerous both

because'of the Wumpus and pits would notalways give rise to an explanation of the

Wumpus danger. If no available move was safe from the Wumpus the advisor gties the

player the benefit of the doubt and assumes he has seen this. It assumes he chose the

wrong move because he emitted to take proper account of the difference in pit safety.

These assuniptbonrare a recent addition to the advisor and we only discovered t_10 need for

*them by using the program. It is remarkable how interaction with a program reveals
4

glaring design ommisions which would otherwise be unnoticed.

Togadiar the *chins modules for bats, pits and the Wtimpus; the executive and the

advice-giving components of each mike up4the majority- of the advisor.

A

59
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.
4. A decision theory approach.

the executive Nodule of the wumpus expert represents various types of danger and

the nays information can be gathered by means of a table. In effect, all the decisions about

trade-offs between risks and gains are compiled. This method ,is'restrictive and some

subtleties of the trade-offs are omitted. We now describe a more uniform and general way

of dealing with such decisionkthat will be suitable for an improved version of the advisor.

Ie -IP based on cledsirTn theory which is especially to represent of choice
r

in uncertain situations like Wtunpus. The analysis of a problem using decision theory has

three component: .

O

I. A decision tree. e

This is a use of 'states of the world rather like a lookabead tree for game theory or

14anning. It is rooted -at the initial state and each state the player it given a set of

alternate actioneforn Which he may chose one In Wumpbs, a state represents 'the position
. .

at a point in play and the choices facing the player are his legal moves., For any move the

player makes, the world, can respond in a variety of ways and each has an associated

PlYbobfrf d otatring- If the player men into a risky cave then two possible outcomes

are that the cave actually contains the danger ,or, that it does not. A more detailed

description of thekoutcomes might specify the possible new neighbors that might be

discovered. A decision tree thus has two hypes of arc, those corresponding to the players

choices and those that =respond to the world's. Th1 only difference from a game tree is

60
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ihe special way that the player's opponent Behaves. In game theory he tiles to make the

best move whereas in decision theory he behaves according to probabilities that can be

estimated.

2. An evaluation function for terminal nodes of the decision tree.

The terminal nodes of the decision tree have values for the decision-maker which

can be evaluated if some procedure for doing so is sp ecified. This procedure must take

into account all at the goed poi to of being at that state and weigh them against all of the

bad points. calculateLirade-offs. The most common method is to measure each cost or

pin with a single number and to combine these by simple linear weighting. The value of

each feature is niblapked by a weighting factor and totalled with the others. If a feature is

good or very. bad thin it has a larger .weighting factor either positively or negatively.

Given a tree of possibilities and values fOr each of the terminal nodes it remains only

to decide on the best action to take at the initial state. It is possible to work out whd.
Loh.

expected utility each action has by working backwards from the teecrerlal values. Suppose

we have a state whkh allows several actions each of **kb has several outcomes all of

which re Minima We know the probability of each outcome for a given action and we

know their values since they are terminal. The expected utility for that action is easy to

evaluate using simple probability theory. Which action should we choose? Clearly the one

with the bighet aimed utility. This means that the expected utility for the state is the

highest of the expecOld utilities of the actions available at that state. Now the state can be

cOnsiderod a terminal Kati since k has been valueder we can continue backing up the
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tree until we determine which action to take from our starting state.

This approach to the analysis of a decision problem assumes that the value of a state

can be determined from the values of its component features. Fout of these components

clearly coin in Wumpus. 1

4

L Risk of death

The utility of dying should be very large and negative it cannot be minus infinity

since this would multiply by any probability of death to be minus infinity. Instead, utilities

could be a function of the probability of death. There are various- ways that death can
Ma.

maw, falling into a pit, wandering into the Wumpus, shooting yourself with an amp/. or

being carried away by a bat into a dangerous place. Thee possibilities reveal themselves in

the decision tree. If a stuOent faib to account for any of then it is reflected in his

Inannplete decision tree. The probabilities of several of these cases are quite tricky to deal

with

2. Informatkin rain

The amount and value of information gained by any move are important. The

value depends on what is already known as new facts may allow important inferences.'

Information may be gained about the warren itself and about the dangers in it. In
Illo

variations of the game, where the Wumpus ray move it is possible to lose information.

Inferences must be dusk with by a sot of logical and probabilistic roles such as we have in

die Wean advisor.
1

.4

v
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S. Goal

The ultimate goal of the game is obviously an important consideration in deciding

upon the value of a state. It is not sufficient to make safe moves or to find out

information. It is abo important to kill the Warnings. Killing the Wumputmust thus have

a high positive value. A small china of kiNirng K may be better than a large chance of

pining information. In variations of the game it would be possible to in pre the Wumpus

perhaps slowing him down if he can move around the warren.

4. Kesolaces

A very important value in real-world situations is the value of resources. This was

after all one of the main reasons for inventing money-. The only resource used in our

current version of the game d a supply of arrows. It is clearly very silly to take a chance

with -your last arrow though K may be worthwhile testing ',hypothetical Wumpus locations

with the first few. Many other-resource types could be added to the game* time constraints

.being one of the more general. Given a fixed time to play before the warren falls in on

you will affect your play. It would become bad phi to waste time. A more interesting way

to introduce time is to make the Warnings actively look for the player, eating him when it

finds him. 4.ki could become two player game with the advisor watching or else the

advisor amid be one of the players.

Pram the discussions of each of these components it is that Wumpus can

have many interesting variations and all of the variations MI easily fit into the framework

of decision theory. A newer advisor based on such an approach would be able to advise a

4 V
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user about playing all the differenevariatimu. So far our goal for the 'advisor has been to

introduce people to a situation in which the impliations of a few logical rules are

important for sensible decision making. In particular we chose a situation which had

uncertain information. This naturally leads to the extension of teaching decision the,ory.

When we consider this we dhcovel at least six types-of bug a student may have which

directly concern decision theory some of which were out of the scope of our current advisor-

L Failure to Judge probabilities.

Failure to determine the likelihoods- of the various outcomes .of an action will cause

1111 errors when trying to bock up the derision tree

2. Inannoriate Milks functions.

gm.

The _student ma; have utility functions which are inappropriate for "winning the

game.- He may think that pits are less dangerous than the Wumpus for example. Or he

may be playing the game according to a strategy which requires a different set of utility

functions. He may wish to fail into pits to he him remember the resuk of such an action

or to check his hypothesis about what will happen. He might also be more interested in

playing for fun thin playing efficiently. An advisor that could recognise and relate to this

nook need to take acalunt of the player's valves accordingly.

EadkrinmJAthim
Expressud in the decision theory paradigm this bug corresponds to an incomplete

procedure for generating a decision tree.
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into an error. In short the Wuinpus expert needs to dO no planning ahead more than one

move. The bask cycle of play is to make inferences from current knowledge about the

current state of the board, pinpoint the dangers, choose a move to avoid these dangers,

make the move, thereby gain information and finally go to the beginning of the cycle.

A more advanced game would combine incomplete informati4n wittl need for

planning. Look-ahead would be necessary along sequences of actions each of which might

have an uncertain outcome. ~There shosild be different methods of play that are applicable

-'''Ntn different situations. Since evidence gathering Is as important as evidence weighing. the

game situation should allow the player to design a set of methods or strategies for gaining

information. Action in an uncertain situation is a feedback loop.- Evidence is gathered ind

weighed and plans are made both for acting and for gaining new information. The plans

may be based on hypotheses, and information gathering should be designed to test these

hypotheses as well as possible One possible candidate for a game is the game "Clue*. A
4

murder has been committed and each player tries to play the part of a detective and

discover three pieces of infotration, the weapon, the place, and the culprit. Each player

has certain information and by combining everyone: it would be clear what the answer was.

A player may only get a limited-amount of information from another at any one time. He

thus has to make up strategies- determine the information he requests. Other players

hear every player's request bue d nQtj know the implications of the answer fully. Players

have to molt around a board to parar locations before they can ask particular

questions so an extra cost is involved and other players may be able to infer thingi from

'this behaviour.
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Whatever game is chosen it will be necessary to combine planning with decision

theory. Feldman (195) has shown how this can be done. The principle is easy to describe.

A decision tree is effectively a planning tree showing all the possible plans. The results of

actions in these plans are uncertain but prOvOion is made for each possible outcome.

Instead of looking foi the utility a terminal state and mriving so as to increase your

expectation of this value,, all the steps of the plan have to be taken into account. Each step

has costs and gains associated with it and they must be aged up to determine the value of

the plan as a whole. Then the plans can be conipared and the best one taken. An

important feature of planning in an uncertain Amity(' is that plans must be revised after

each step is executed since tuf information may change the situation. \-

Summing up, it seems that decision theory provides a rich framework for

improvements in the Wumpus advisor. In particular, the problems associated with making

complex decisions involving conflicts of goal, limited resources, and uncertain .inforniation

arise in a form which can be taught usefully by an advising ,prograln. These problems

confront people often in everyday life when they interact, with others and when they try to

make plans.for the future. Akhough an advising progrit "Meek this early stage will

not teach them how to cope with more than a toy ,situation, it is a step toward' a ueeper

undontanding of teaching in this area
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